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Abstract: - Formulation and Property of Inertial force,
Description for required force for change in state of rest,
state of motion with uniform velocity, state of motion
with uniform angular velocity and description for
required force for change in direction in straight line.

I.

Rest Inertial Force

When any object is in a state of rest then a force acts on it,
which opposes change in its state of rest. This force is called
Rest Inertial Force. Due to this force when any objectis in a
state of rest then it remains in this state unless any external
force acts on it.

INTRODUCTION
When any object is in a state of rest than Rest Inertial Force
acting on it is proportionally to its Inertial mass. I.e.

A. Inertia
First of all its principle was proposed by Galileo. He divided
Inertia into three parts.
1.
2.
3.

1.

Inertia of rest
Inertia of motion
Inertia of direction

According to Galileo, “Inertia of an object is those features
in which an object opposes its state of rest or its uniform
velocity.”

FR ∝ m
FR= kRm
Where kR is a proportionally constant. Which is know as
Rest Inertial Constant. Its value always be 1. This constant is
always equal for all masses of any object which are in a state
of rest.
Proof:∵ Inertia is directly proportional to mass. I.e.

According to Newton, “Every object maintains its state of
rest or its uniform motion unless any external unbalance
force is applied to change its state.”

Inertia ∝ mass
∵Rest Inertial Force depends on inertia.

There scientists gives hypothesis of Inertia only. They do
not give any equation of inertial force.

∴ Rest Inertial Force is directly proportional to inertia. I.e.
FR ∝Inertia ∝ mass

II.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY (PROCESS) AND
DIAGRAM

FR ∝ mass
FR ∝ m

A. Inertia Force

FR= kRm

When an object is in a state of rest or move with uniform
velocity, then a force acts on it. Therefore, an object can’t
change its state. This force is called inertial force.

2.

When anybody (object) moves with uniform angular
velocity in any axis of rotation or any point as centre, then a
force act on an body (object) which opposes change its state.
This force is called inertial force.
B. Types of Inertial Forces
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rest inertial force
Motion inertial force
Direction inertial force
Gyration inertial force
Circular or elliptical inertial force
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Motion Inertial Force

When any object moves with uniform velocity in a straight
line then a force acts on it which opposes change in its state
of motion of uniform velocity. This force is called Motion
Inertial Force.
Due to this force when any object is in state of motion with
uniform velocity, then it remains in this state unless any
external force act on it.
When any object is moving from a uniform velocity to
straight line then Motion Inertial Force acting on it is
proportionally to multiplication of its inertial mass and
velocity. I.e.
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FM ∝ mv

all masses of any object which are move in straight line with
uniform velocity.

FM= kMmv
Where kM is proportionally constant. Which is know as
Motion Inertial Constant. It value is 1. This constant is equal
for all masses of any object which are move in a uniform
velocity.
Proof :-

Proof:-⍆
Hence, where an object move in a straight with uniform
velocity then
Inertia ∝ mv
∵Direction Inertial Force depends on inertia.

∵ Inertia is directly proportional to mass. I.e.

Hence, Direction Inertial Force is directly proportional to
inertia. I.e.

Inertia ∝ mass
∵ Motion Inertial Force depends on inertia.

FD ∝ inertia ∝ mv

∴ Motion Inertial Force is directly proportional to inertia.
I.e.

FD ∝ mv..................(1)

FM ∝Inertia ∝ mass

Hence the value of [1+cos(180-θ)] increase then Direction
Inertial Force is also increases. I.e.

FM ∝ mass

FD ∝ [1+-cos(180-θ)].............(2)

FM ∝ m

∴ FD ∝ mv[1+cos(180-θ)]..........( From 1 or 2)

Now, an object is move in straight line with uniform
velocity. Hence, velocity is also applied force on object.
Therefore it can’t change its state. So velocity is also
directly proportional to the inertia. I.e.
Inertia ∝ velocity

FD =kD mv[1+cos(180-θ)]

a). When Object Move In 1800 Angle, Then
…………….(kD=1)

FD = mv [1+cos(180-θ)]

Hence, Motion Inertial Force is also depend on Inertia. So,
this force will directly proportional to inertia. I.e.

FD = mv[1+cos(180-1800)]

FM ∝Inertia

FD = mv(1+1)

FM ∝ mv

FD = 2mv

FM= kMmv

3.

Θ

Direction Inertial Force

When any object moves with uniform velocity then an other
force acts on it besides Motion Inertial Force. Therefore,
object can’t change its direction. This force is called
Direction inertial Force.

1800

F

FD

00

Due to this force when any object moves in straight line
with uniform velocity then object can’t change its direction
unless any external force act on it.
When any object is moving from a uniform velocity to a
straight line then Direction Inertial Force acting on it is
proportionally to multiplication of its momentum and
[1+cos(180-θ)]. I.e.

b). When Object Move In 1500 Angle, Then

FD ∝ mv[1+cos(180-θ)]

FD = mv[1+cos(180-θ)]

FD =kD mv[1+cos(180-θ)]

FD = mv[1+cos(180-1500)]

Where kD is a proportionality constant. Which is know as
Direction Inertial Constant. It value is 1 and it is equal for

FD = mv(1+0.86)

…………….. (kD=1)

FD = 1.86mv
IJISRT17OC91
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Hence, moment of inertia is directly proportional to gyration
inertial force. I.e.

c). When Object Move In 1200 Angle, Then
……………. (kD=1)

FD = mv[1+cos(180-θ)]

FG ∝ I ………………….. (1)
Hence, body(object) move with uniform angular velocity,
so angular velocity also force on body(object). Therefore, it
can’t change in gyration motion.

FD = mv[1+cos(180-1200)]
FD = mv(1+ 0.5)

∴ Angular velocity of an object is directly proportional to
gyration inertial force. I.e.

FD = 1.5mv

FG ∝ ω ……………………. (2)
0

d). When Object Move In 90 Angle, Then
FD = mv[1+cos(180-θ)]

From (1) or (2)

…………… (kD=1)

FG ∝ Iω

0

FD = mv[1+cos(180-90 )]

FG ∝ J ..........(3)

(hence, J= Iω)

FD = mv(1+0)

FG= kGJ

FD = mv

Suppose body(object) is moving with gyration motion in
which mass of any particle is m1 and its linear velocity is v1,
distance from axis of rotation of particle is r1 and angular
velocity be ω then angular momentum of particle is-

e). When Object Move In 00 Angle, Then
FD = mv[1+cos(180-θ)]

…………….. (kD=1)

J1= m1r1v1

FD = mv[1+cos(180-00)]

J1= m1r12ω...........1

FD = mv(1-1)

Now, Gyration Inertial force acting on particleFG ∝ J1

FD = 0

FG= kGm1r12ω
4.

Gyration Inertial Force

When a rigid body(object) move with uniform angular
velocity in axis of rotation then a force acts on it which
opposes change in its state of gyration motion of uniform
angular velocity. This force is called Gyration Inertial Force.
Due to this force when any body(object) is in state of
gyration motion with uniform angular velocity then it
remains in its state unless any external force act on it.
When any body (object) is moving from uniform angular
velocity then gyration inertial force acting on it is
proportionally to its angular momentum. I.e.

Suppose, any rigid body(object) having mass M which is
moving axis of rotation. To gyration inertial force about a
axis of rotation S of body(object). Suppose body(object) is
formed from many small – small particles in which these
masses are m1, m2, m3,……….. respectively. Distance of
particles from axis of rotation are r1, r2 ,r3, ……..
respectively, linear velocity of these particles are v1, v2, v3,
……. Respectively and angular velocity of total
body(object) is ω then gyration inertial force act on these
particles will kGm1r12ω, kGm2r22ω, kGm3r32ω…….
Respectively. Hence, the gyration force on whole body
FG= kGm1r12ω+ kGm2r22ω+ kGm3r32ω+…………….
= kGω[m1r12+ m2r22+ m3r32+………..]

FG ∝ J

= kGωΣmr2.

FG= kGJ

= kGωI

Where kG is Gyration inertial constant. Its value is 1 and it is
equal for all particles of a body.

FG = kGJ

Proof :Hence, the value of moment of inertia of a body(object)
increases then a body(object) also opposes its changes in
rotational motion. Therefore, it can’t change in gyration
motion.
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5.

Circular Or Elliptical Inertial Force

From (1) Or (2)
FC ∝ Iω

When any body(object) moves with uniform angular
velocity in a circular or elliptical orbit around centre, then a
force acts on body which opposes to change in its state of
circular or elliptical motion of uniform angular velocity.
This force is called circular or elliptical inertial force.

FC ∝ J …………………….. (3) (∵ J= Iω)
FC= kCJ
Suppose object is moving with circular or elliptical motion
in which mass of any particle is m1 and its linear velocity is
v1, distance from centre of particle is r1 and angular velocity
be ω then angular momentum of particle is-

Due to this force when any body(object) is in state of
circular or elliptical motion with uniform angular velocity
then it remains in its state unless any external force act on it.

J1= m1r1v1

When any body(object) is moving in a circular or elliptical
orbit with uniform angular velocity around a centre, then
circular or elliptical inertial force acting on it is
proportionally to its angular momentum. I.e.

J1= m1r12ω...........1
Now, Circular or Elliptical Inertial force acting on particleFC ∝ J1

FC ∝ J
FC= kCJ

FC= kCm1r12ω

Where kC is circular or elliptical inertial constant. It’s value
is 1 and it is equal for all particles of a body .

Hence, the value of moment of inertia of a body(object)
increases then a body(object) also opposes its changes in
circular or elliptical motion. Therefore, it can’t change in
circular or elliptical motion. So, moment of inertia of a
body(object) is directly proportional to the circular or
elliptical inertial force of a body(object). I.e.

Suppose, any rigid body(object) having mass M which is
moving around a point’s as a centre. To Circular or
Elliptical inertial force about a centre S of object. Suppose
body(object) is formed from many small – small particle in
which its masses are m1, m2, m3,……….. respectively.
Distance of particles from centre are r1, r2 ,r3, ……..
respectively , linear velocity of these particles are v1, v2, v3,
……. Respectively and angular velocity of total body is ω
then Circular or Elliptical inertial force act on these particles
will
kCm1r12ω, kCm2r22ω, kCm3r32ω……. Respectively.
Hence, the circular or elliptical force on whole body

FC ∝ I ………………….(1)

FC= kCm1r12ω+ kCm2r22ω+ kCm3r32ω+…………….

Proof :-

∵ a body(object) is move with uniform angular velocity; so
angular velocity also applied force on body(object).
Therefore, it can’t change in circular or elliptical motion, so
angular velocity will also directly proportional to circular or
elliptical inertial force. I.e.

= kCω[m1r12+ m2r22+ m3r32+………..]
= kCωΣmr2
= kCωI

FC ∝ ω ……………………. (2)

FC = kCJ

m1

r1

s

r2

m3

r3
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III.

FA ≥kMmv

REQUIRED FORCE FOR CHANGE IN
STATE

FA ≥mv ………………………..(kM=1)

Here, state change means that any body or object or particles
of body in a state of rest then it bring to motion state and If
object or body or particles are move with uniform velocity
or uniform angular velocity in state of motion then it bring
to be state of rest.

Where FA = External force
So, required force for change in state of motion of object
F=FA

3.
1.

Require Force for Change In State of Gyration Motion

Required Force For Change in State of Rest

When any object is in a state of rest then it is required to
change its state by applying force which is more than Rest
Inertial force. If the force which is applied on object is less
than Rest Inertial force then object can’t change its state. I.e.

FA

When any body (object) moves with uniform angular motion
then it is require to change its state by applying force which
is equal to or more than gyration inertial force. If force is
applying on body (object) is less than gyration inertial force
then body (object) can’t change its state. I.e.

Object

Object come to be in state of motion, when
FA>FR

FA

FA>kRm

FG

FA>m ……………………….. (kR=1)
Where FA = External force
So, required force for change in state of rest of object
F=FA

2.

Required Force for Change In State of Motion

When any object moves in straight line with uniform
velocity then it is required to change its state of motion by
applying force which is equal to or more than Motion
Inertial force. If force is applied on object is less than
motion inertial force than object can’t change its state. I.e.

Body(object) come to be in state of rest, when
FA≥FG
FA ≥kGJ

FM

FA

FA ≥J ……………………….. (kG=1)
Where FA = External force
So, required force for change in state of gyration motion of
body(object)

Object come to be in state of rest, when

F=FA

FA≥FM
IJISRT17OC91
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4.

Required Force for Change in Circular or Elliptical
Motion State

Body(object) come to be in state of rest, when
FA≥FC

When any body (object) moves with uniform angular
velocity around centre in circular or elliptical orbit than it is
required to change its motional state by applying force
which is equal to or more than circular or elliptical inertial
force. If force is applied on body (object) is less than
circular or elliptical inertial force then body(object) can’t
change its motional state. I.e.

FA ≥kCJ
FA ≥J ………………………..(kC=1)
Where FA = External force
So, required force for change in state of circular or elliptical
motion of body(object)
F=FA

5.

FA

Required Force for Change in Direction

When object moves in a straight line with a uniform velocity
then it is required to change its direction by applying force
which is more than direction inertial force. If force applied
on object is less than direction inertial force than object
can’t change its direction. I.e.

FC

Object can change its direction, when
FA>FD

S

FA>kDmv[1+cos(180-θ)]
FA>mv[1+cos(180-θ)]………………………..(kD=1)
Where FA = External Force
So, required force for change in direction of object
F=FA

F

Θ

1800

IV.
1.

FD

2.

PROPERTIES OF INERTIAL FORCE

Hence inertia or moment of inertia is an intrinsic
characteristic of an object, body or particles of
body1¶. So inertial force is an intrinsic force of an
object, body or particles of body.

IJISRT17OC91

3.
4.
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This force opposes to change in state of an object or
body or particles of body.
It always opposes to external applied force on an
object or body or particles of body.
Any object or body or particles of body uses the same
force as its inertial force in opposes to external force.
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V.





CONCLUSION

Formulation and Property of Inertial force,
Description for required force for change in state of
rest, state of motion with uniform velocity, state of
motion with uniform angular velocity and description
for required force for change in direction in straight
line.
We can count Inertial force act on any object and
required force for change in its state from this
formula.
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